Let / be a continuous function, and u a continuous linear function, from a Banach space into an ordered Banach space, such that / -u satisfies a Lipschitz condition and u satisfies an inequality implicit-function condition. Then / also satisfies an inequality implicit-function condition. This extends some results of Flett, Craven and S. M. Robinson. Suppose K is a closed convex cone in Y. Then, for any continuous linear map u from X into Y, we can associate a closed convex process U by putting
An inequality implicit function theorem 147 The proof is based on the following contraction lemma, essentially due to Robinson [11] who considered Hausdorff distance pn instead of unbalanced d (our proof is also simpler then that given in [11] ). See also [7] . For subsets A, B of a metric space (fi,p) and 
) + e; in particular x n +i G B. In this way, we have a Cauchy sequence, which converges, say to
The proof that v G Tv is similar to [10] : take 7 > 0 and a positive integer n. Then there is y G Tv such that p(x n ,y) < d(x n ,Tv) + 7 so Kung-Fu Ng [3] and
Letting n -* 00 and 7 -> 0, we see that v E Tv.
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 1. We shall apply Lemma 1 to fi = X with p the usual metric induced by the norm. The inverse U~l of the multivalued function U is defined by
{y EY).
By assumption each U~1y is non-empty. We will show that
In fact, let x\ E U~1yi. Since U is A;-open, there is x E X with ||a;|| < k\\y2 -j/i|| such that y 2 -yi E E/E-Then
V2 = (j/2 -J/i) + ! / i 6 u(x) + A" + u{xi) + K = u{x + n) + K = U(x + Xi)
because A" is a convex cone. Therefore x + xi € U~1y2, and
dixuU-^Kpixux + Xi) = \\x\\ < k\\y 2 -yi \\.
Since X\ is arbitrary in U~lyi, (3) is proved. By the Contraction Lemma, there exists x E B such that x e Tx. Take a sequence {a;,,} in Tx convergent to Do the above for all 77 = 1/n with integers n > 3 and choose A = A n > 0 such that A n -> 0 as n -» 00; we write x n for x accordingly constructed above. Note that x n ^ 0, x n e f~1{Q), i n -» 0 and W-'W < 2\\x n -X n h\\ \\Kh\\~1 [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [6] , [9] , [12] and [14] .
Now define T on D by Tw = U~1{g{w)) where ff(w) := u(z) -f(w) + u(w).

By (1), we have, for all wi,W2 € D, that
Mwx) -g(w 2 )\\ = \\{f(w 2 ) -u(w 2 )} -{fM -u(
x. Then g(x) € U(x n ) = u(x n ) + K, that is, u(z) -f(x) + u(x) € u(x n ) + K. Since K is closed it follows that u{z) € f(x) + K.
